Effect of Particle-Wall Interaction and Particle Shape on Particle Deposition Behavior in Human Respiratory System.
Dry powder inhalation (DPI) has attracted much attention as a treatment for respiratory diseases owing to the large effective absorption area in a human respiratory system. Understanding the drug particle motion in the respiratory system and the deposition behavior is necessary to improve the efficiency of DPI. We conducted computer simulations using a model coupling a discrete element method and a computational fluid dynamics method (DEM-CFD) to evaluate the particle deposition in human respiratory system. A simple artificial respiratory model was developed, which numerically investigated the effect of particle properties and inhalation patterns on the particle deposition behavior. The DEM-CFD simulations demonstrated that the smaller- and lower-density particles showed higher reachability into the simple respiratory model, and the particle arrival ratio to the deep region strongly depended on the aerodynamic diameter. The particle arrival ratio can be described as an exponential function of the aerodynamic diameter. Furthermore, the exponential relationship between the particle reachability into the depth of the simple respiratory model and the aerodynamic diameter predicted the particle aerodynamic diameter based on the required reachability. The particle shape also had an impact on the particle deposition behavior. The rod-like particles with a larger aspect ratio indicated higher reachability into the depth of the simple respiratory model. This was attributed to the high velocity motion of the particles whose long axis was in the direction of the deep region.